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GANGSTAR is an adult-themed game set in the late 1980’s which 

boasts a vibrant and colorful design style, the games urban 

setting serves as a homage to the ghettos of the late 80’s 

sprawling metropolises.  Join the GANGSTARS and fight it out on 

these mean streets to become top dog!


The whole imagery of this game has a unique, lively twist which 

boasts a colorful aesthetic which is complimented with some 

truly cutting-edge animations for a slick, super smooth game 

flow.  The overall game remains optimistic throughout despite 

the harshness of the theme keeping the game upbeat and super 

positive.  


The game is full of cash prizes, as this is the ultimate goal of the 

game characters and players alike, to hit it rich to become a real 

GANGSTAR.  Together with the rich tapestry of on trend game 

features this game boasts, GANGSTAR will make for an 

unforgettable gaming experience, that you won’t want to stop 

playing.   

gangstar highlights

When a total of 3 FREE SPIN Symbols are awarded anywhere on reels 2, 3 and 4 from left to 

right, then 7 Free Spins will be awarded. During the Free Spins game, the “Mystery Win” 

bonus is available. 

Free Spins Feature

During the Free Spins Bonus, a stacked mystery symbol is available on all reels and will 

reveal itself at the end of each spin, this potentially increases the winning outcome by 

creating high value symbol clusters, the same reel symbol will appear at random on each 

mystery reel symbol position when revealed.    

“Mystery Win” Feature

This feature will appear in the base game only and will be triggered by six or more Grab Bag 

Symbol appearing on the reels. Each Grab Bag Symbol there bear a multiplier, and this 

“Drive by Shooting” bonus game will reward the player with the combined multiplier 

displayed on the initial Grab Bag Symbols plus any additional cash values that will be 

awarded during the 3 re-spins which come with this bonus feature.  If during the re-spins an 

additional multiplier value lands on the reels then the re-spin counter will be reset to X3 and 

the action will begin again from the start.  There is also the potential to increase your 

multiplier values when the shootout bonus fires at the symbols to increase their value even 

further.  

“Drive by Shooting” Bonus Feature
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